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Fuses design fundamentals and software training into one cohesive book!Teaches art and
design principles with references to contemporary digital art alongside basic digital tools in
Adobe's Creative CloudAddresses the growing trend of compressing design fundamentals and
design software into the same course in universities and design trade schools.Lessons are
timed to be used in 50 to 90 minute class sessions with additional materials available onlineFree
video screencasts demonstrate key concepts in every chapterAll students of digital design and
production―whether learning in a classroom or on their own―need to understand the basic
principles of design. These principles are often excluded from books that teach software.
Foundations of Digital Art and Design reinvigorates software training by integrating design
exercises into tutorials fusing design fundamentals and core Adobe Creative Cloud skills. The
result is a comprehensive design learning experience. This book is organized into six sections
that focus on vector art, photography, image manipulation, typography, web design, and
effective habits. Design topics and principles include: Bits, Dots, Lines, Shapes, Rule of Thirds,
Zone System, Color Models, Collage, Appropriation, Gestalt, The Bauhaus Basic Course
Approach, The Grid, Remix, Automation, and Revision.
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Editor of Beverage Media, also publishes Beverage Alcohol Report, an international e-
letter.Read more
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Page 6 is not included in this
sample.        Pages 15 - 297 are not included in this sample.        
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Kenny, “Good. This book is good for learning foundations. Highly recommended for beginners.
One drawback... sometimes they explain the "how to do it " but not the "how it works".”

Michelle P., “Used book for class. I was a student at Seminole State College of Florida, and I
used the book for DIG 2000 with Professor Michael Kappers (Great professor). Used the book
heavily in his class for those taking it ;)”

Valerie, “very useful book it explains the software and very helpful for .... very useful book it
explains the software and very helpful for me since i had no clue about the computer program.”

Sandra Oliver, “Five Stars. Great”

Huda Khan, “perfect condition. Good- actually, perfect condition”

The book by Perry Luntz has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 60 people have provided feedback.
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